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THE INTEGRATED DESIGN STUDIO  
as an Approach to Transdisciplinary Design Learning 





















































































All readings should be completed in preparation for the class day for which they are assigned. Any readings 
not part of the assigned textbooks will be available through Blackboard as PDF files. 
 
* = project or activity assigned 
# = assignment due 
P = Required to be annotated on Perusall 






ucd cycle & values 








interview + persona 













4 JAN 30 
*project2 assigned  
FEB 1 
affinity diagramming 
#reflection #UMOD, affinity diagrammingP 
5 FEB 6 
group critique 














7 FEB 20 
formal critique of project 2 
*project3 assigned 
FEB 22 














































reflection as a way 
of being 
rubric-free feedback 
sustaining a learning 
community
THANK YOU
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